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Medical AM
An in-depth look at additive manufacturing
adoption in the medical industry

A Warm Welcome

Welcome to the second edition of 3dpbm’s AM Focus eBook! This
month, we targeted the Medical industry, looking at how additive
manufacturing technologies are increasingly being implemented to
improve patient care.
The medical segment was one of the first to adopt 3D printing for
production applications and, despite high standards and regulatory
frameworks, there are today a number of ways in which additive is
being used to treat patients directly, including 3D printed titanium
implants. The technology is also influencing the medical segment
in more indirect ways, through the production of patient-specific
anatomical models and surgical guides and custom surgical
About

instruments. On the research front, bioprinting technologies are
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providing the tools needed to create next-gen tissue regeneration

publishes 3D Printing Media Network, a global editorial website

and drug screening solutions.

that has grown to become a trusted and influential resource for
professional additive manufacturing.

In this publication, we highlight a number of medical device
manufacturers that are turning to additive manufacturing, as well
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as bioprinting companies that are paving the way for a new era
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of medical research and care. This eBook also includes exclusive
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interviews with select leaders in the medical AM market and an
in-depth analysis of the medical AM market today.
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A healthy dose of AM
A f resh look at 3D printing as a mainstream
technology for orthopedic implants, medical
devices and personalized surgery

ISO 13485 and AS9100 certified, Zenith Tecnica has completed IQ, OQ and PQ for medical
implant manufacture on their GE Additive Arcam EBM Q10plus machine.1

Over the past two years, a growing number of

models in personalized surgery (which can be

people have come to realize that 3D printing

roughly compared to prototyping in industrial

is shifting from a prototyping to a production

sectors) is just as relevant in terms of quality

technology. In the medical industry, additive

of life impact and healthcare cost reductions.

manufacturing production—in the order of a

Much like in industrial manufacturing, this

few thousand parts—has been taking place

segment extends to include personalized tools:

for over a decade for some key applications.

custom surgical tools in this case, ranging from

For instance, well over 100,000 3D printed hip

surgical guides to uniquely shaped scalpels.

implants have been manufactured to date.
Finally, the prosthetics and orthotics
But medical additive manufacturing is not

segment is opening up an entirely new

only about implants. There are three main

market by making production accessible

categories—and several subcategories—of

at much lower costs. This segment can be

parts that make up the medical AM segment.

compared to personal manufacturing in the

Orthopedic implants are the first one in terms

general industry, with some of the highest

of revenues and impact on quality of life.

profile projects growing into truly relevant

However, the use of 3D printing for medical

business opportunities.
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3D printed implant made of a biocompatible titanium
alloy by Novax DMA using an EOSINT M 280.2

In this month’s AM Focus, we leveraged data

The list of orthopedic contract

clinical environments or communities or

from SmarTech Analysis’ latest series reports

manufacturers offering AM production

indirectly as a manufacturing method for

on medical AM, which helped us to provide

services today is growing rapidly,

greatly improved medical devices. Currently,

the most in depth and accurate look at this

with 3dpbm’s Index listing nearly 50

despite the direct approach dominating

market and its potential for the next ten

manufacturers of varying sizes. Some of

many ‘3D Printing’ headlines as surgeons

years. This information has been collected

these companies have been utilizing AM in a

and clinicians increasingly embrace the AM

in this exclusive eBook which aims to

significant manner for more than a decade

systems at the point of need for patient-

provide a complete first-look at the amazing

and are beginning to look beyond the design

specific applications, it is the latter, indirect

opportunities offered by medical AM.

and production of existing implants in

approach, that has seen significant results

titanium using additive manufacturing.

for higher volume, serial production with AM

A first look at additive manufacturing of

by medical device manufacturers.

orthopedic implants

Looking back over the last decade, it is clear
that additive manufacturing has caused

The medical discipline of ‘orthopedics’

Orthopedic manufacturing is steadily and

significant disruption in the medical sector.

is, broadly speaking, concerned with the

progressively moving away from traditional

In no other sector has AM had such a

human skeleton — or, essentially, our bones.

manufacturing and towards AM. This is

profound and dramatic effect on the human

A human adult skeleton consists of 206

true for spinal implants as well as for joint

condition in terms of improving lives —

bones, a significant proportion of which

one of the broadest of additively produced

replacement in knees, hips and shoulders.

whether directly at the point of need within

provide a load bearing function, such as the

devices. Additionally, DePuy Synthes (owned

spine, hips, ankles, shoulders, knees and

by Johnson & Johnson) also acquired

toes. The skull and face come under a further

German AM orthopedic specialist Emerging

specialized medical categorization: ‘cranio-

Implant Technologies in September.

Total
Projected Medical 3D Printing Revenues, by Opportunity Type,
7,500
2020–2025, Revenue ($USM)

maxillofacial’ (CMF).

6717.97

Source: SmarTech Analysis

3D printed implants companies to watch

news with major initiatives to expand
their own AM competencies in-house

5563.33
4671.90

5,000

Meanwhile, Stryker and DePuy also made

3982.21
3371.58

The orthopedic medical device industry is

with expansions to their existing research

dominated by a small number of multi-billion

and development centers. In the case of

conglomerate organizations, notably Stryker,

Stryker, the company presented plans for its

DePuy Synthes, Zimmer Biomet (these two

“AMagine Institute” based in Ireland, with

merged in 2015), and Smith & Nephew, all

claims that it will be the largest facility for

of which are now visibly conducting R&D

manufacturing orthopedic implants.

with AM for a range of innovative devices.

2764.55
2,500

Stryker was among the earliest adopters

Oerlikon, a global provider of advanced

along with medium-size international firm

metals and materials, surface engineering

Lima Corporate, which effectively invented

and polymer processing, acquired a leading

the concept of Trabecular Titanium made

medical contract manufacturer in 2018 from

possible by 3D printing.

GE Additive known as DiSanto Technology,
an acquisition that helped form the basis

2020

2021

AM Hardware

2022
Materials

2023

2024
Services

Some consolidation is already taking place.

of Oerlikon AM. DiSanto is still one of the

2025

In 2018, Stryker announced it would acquire

largest users of EBM technology in the U.S.

K2M, a leading U.S. spinal specialist. K2M

and a key supplier of contract manufacturing

Software

has a broad portfolio of spinal solutions, and

services for additive orthopedic implants.
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“Metal implants dominate additive
manufacturing’s growing share of the
overall implant market.”

This indirect approach to additive orthopedic

Getting a handle on surgical tools and

implants is dominant, largely because

devices

industrial AM machines do not currently

“Just in time implants”, a joint project between the Australian Government, RMIT University in Melbourne, the
University of Technology Sydney (UTS), St Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne and Stryker.3

easily lend themselves to a point-of-care

This shift is beginning to manifest itself in

environment (i.e. a hospital). However,

different areas. The first is in the continued

there is increasing evidence that AM is

expansion of medically approved devices in

being used at the coal face—within clinical

the areas of trauma and extremities, where

environments, with the clinicians directly

traditionally the industry has been relegated

involved. A non-scientific marker of this

to primary joint replacement. In addition, in

trend is the number of surgeons and

the trauma segment, there is now a much

clinicians speaking on the 3D Printing /

stronger momentum around the printing

Additive Manufacturing conference circuit.

of bioresorbable devices made from bone-

Lima Corporate recently installed the very

like polymers or ceramic materials. Also,

first production facility within a hospital

adoption of patient-specific device printing

premises at New York City’s Hospital for

for complex surgical cases is growing rapidly

Special Surgeries, effectively marking the

across the industry, leveraging regulatory

start of a new era for additive orthopedics.

exemptions as the body of evidence for
successful cases.

AM system manufacturers, especially

Smaller, more specialized medical device

There are also a few companies that

providers of metal AM systems, can play a

manufacturers have also emerged over the

truly stand out as early beacons for this

critical role in helping advance the medical

last decade, developing proprietary AM

trend, which will only increase in the

contract manufacturing community in its

materials / processes for orthopedic implant

future. Among these, AM service provider

adoption of AM through orthopedic-specific

development and production. Companies

Materialise has long advocated for the

consulting services. GE Additive formed

such as 4WEB Medical, Additive Orthopedics,

use of additive manufacturing in medical

a specific validation consultancy for this

Emerging Implant Technologies, Mt.

applications, making it a primary vertical

very purpose in 2018, and other providers

Ortho, SI-BONE and OSSDsign are building

focus among its horizontal AM offer. With

such as 3D Systems and Trumpf are also

reputations around AM driven business

both a software and service background,

engaged in this area as well. 3D Systems—

models. Oxford Performance Materials

Materialise is conducting work across the

building on the acquisition of Belgian

is another notable company in this area,

medical spectrum, but a great deal of focus

medical AM service Layerwise—is one of

with somewhat greater longevity. OPM’s

has been placed on working with medical

the few companies in the industry which

OsteoFab process combines laser sintering

professionals and medical device companies

sells machines and also acts as a contract

with its proprietary OXPEKK (PEKK) material

on the development of patient-specific

manufacturer for medical devices for OEMs

formulation for patient-specific cranial, facial

implants and its implementation record has

like K2M.

and spinal orthopedic implants.

been phenomenal.

3D printed patient-specific part for maxillo-facial
reconstruction by Biomedical Engineering.4
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The business case for use of additive

trauma were the earliest known applications

digital processes enabled by 3D printing and

and imaging technologies. And yet, current

manufacturing—especially metal powder

commercially for AM, however, given the size

are directly influencing consumers.

challenges continue to drive efforts to

bed fusion technologies—continues

of the hip replacement market, hip devices

to expand at the OEM and contract

have dominated for just over a decade

Through digitization, on-demand

print process evolution, to development of

manufacturer level.

in production volumes through printed

manufacturing can lead to a much greater

software to support end-to-end solutions,

acetabular cups. However, the dynamics

accessibility in products like prosthetic

to improvements in automation through 3D

According to SmarTech Analyst and VP of

are changing rapidly as knee and spine

limbs, which have been subject to vast

scanning.

Research Scott Dunham, some examples

segments are now expanding rapidly while

accessibility barriers for decades. Meanwhile,

that demonstrate the expanding business

the hip segment has been slower to grow

the ability to provide a customized solution

cases for AM in orthopedics include:

over the last several years (likely awaiting

with economic feasibility, has provided a

further long-term confirmation of early

platform to significantly improve outcomes

Sizeable hospitals and hospital-based

clinical trial results).

by reducing labor intensive analog processes

healthcare networks across the globe

with potential for human error.

have taken the lead in a potentially

•

In the knee segment, expansion into
further direct printing of femoral

•

•

innovate throughout the process, from

components in total knee replacement

Metal implants dominate additive

hugely disruptive trend over the last three

systems for fully patient matched

manufacturing’s growing share of the

The future of medical device design and

years—investing in bringing 3D printing

solution

overall implant market. However, if device

production, as well as the access to major

technologies directly into the hospital

In the hip segment, much expansion

OEMs do not further leverage additive

medical innovations and products, will likely

through the establishment of on-site print

around tri-flange acetabular systems to

manufacturing’s design potential to create

never be the same thanks to 3D printing

labs operated by healthcare professionals.

treat complex revisions through patient-

new implant designs or higher performing

specific implant solutions. The number of

products than the existing AM status quo,

revisions with significant bone loss is only

polymer or other non-metal printed implants

expected to increase as hip replacement

stand to benefit significantly as a way for

procedure numbers continue to climb

a company to stand out in an increasingly

and there are a greater volume of aging

crowded field of companies all offering

hip implants prone to failure

similarly designed additive implants, all

In the spinal segment, expansion in

predicated on some form of printing of

cervical spinal implants as well as

“trabecular” titanium.

Cumulative Production Volume of Additively Manufactured Implants
by Orthopedic Application, 2014-2018
Source: SmarTech Analysis

1.48%
3.15%

expandable cage designs
In the shoulder segment, the emergence

A first look at 3D printing in prosthetics,

of off-the-shelf, additively manufactured

orthotics and audiology

Hip Devices

For areas of medical treatment that are non-

Spinal Devices

Much of the overall orthopedic industry

surgical in nature, 3D printing technology

Knee Devices

has developed around different device

is also now increasingly valued. Prosthetic

types, which are commonly categorized

devices used externally (or those that aren’t

by three main groups—joint replacement,

implanted within the body via surgery) are a

spinal, and trauma. SmarTech segments

major area in which 3D printing is infiltrating

the additive market into a multitude of

and disrupting classic medical practice and

device types, measured at the component

the economics associated with treatment.

level (for example, a total knee replacement

Other medical devices, though perhaps not

implant may have several additively

considered a prosthetic device in the purest

manufactured components). Hip and CMF

sense, are also now being produced with

•

Point-of-care 3D printing

stemless shoulder implant systems

Cranialmaxillofacial Devices
Other Devices (Trauma, Complex PSI)

0.97%
0.81%

8.92%

18.15%
66.52%

Shoulder Devices
Ankle & Foot Devices
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The trend began with the idea of bringing

While this trend is notable on its own, the

stereolithography systems in dental

pre-surgical planning modeling capabilities

advent and availability of low-cost, desktop-

practices to produce surgical guides and

closer to the point of care in order to be

sized polymer 3D printers has multiplied its

custom bite-splints or trays on-demand.

more responsive and flexible to the needs of

potential effect by an order of magnitude. By

patients undergoing complex or high-risk

putting on-demand modeling and limited

The implications of bringing 3D printing

surgical procedures. Since then, however,

device production within the reach of not

technologies closer to the point of care are

the concept has grown significantly in

only large hospitals, but also of specialists

potentially significant. Practitioners can

both adoption and scope, with hospitals

and independent practitioners, 3D printing

begin to utilize the benefits of 3D scanning

now exploring the use of 3D printers to

can now be leveraged at the point of care for

and in-house fabrication to provide a digital

produce numerous types of models used

maximal effect.

practice and leverage the patient benefits

as diagnostic aids, patient communication

as a competitive advantage. Meanwhile,

tools and training aids. Capabilities have

In reality, the current level of actualization of

hospitals may ultimately be able to reduce

also begun to stretch beyond just modeling

this potential remains very niche, but there

rates of surgical complications and reduce

and into the creation of custom surgical

is strong potential to grow in the future.

costs of care.

instrumentation to support specific

Perhaps the most notable development in

procedures (though these have limits based

leveraging low-cost printing technologies

3D printing technology in various medical

on regulatory requirements).

at the point of care is the use of desktop

device segments

Kaiba, the first child to receive 3D printed tracheal splints.
Printed in PCL on EOS FORMIGA P 100.5

semi-automated and software enabled

Total Projected Market Value of Selected 3D Printed Medical Device Components,
900
by Application Type, 2020 - 2025 ($USM)
Source: SmarTech Analysis

680.04
609.36

process, 3D printers can be deployed in

medical device companies due to its

locations to produce medical devices where

ability to produce customized products,

access is limited. In addition, low-cost printers

which consumers ultimately prefer. Today,

in the sub-$5,000 category are also being

a key appeal is also the potential for cost

utilized to break cost-of-care barriers for

reductions and efficiency improvements

patients in third-world economies, even with

compared to traditional analog processes.

printers located and operated in other parts

This is especially true in the traditional

of the world through a digital supply chain.

workflows for hearing aids, prosthetics and

565.13

600

3D printing will increasingly appeal to

507.52
456.88
412.16

orthotics, in which impression taking and

The most obvious example of this has been

fabrication of devices involved high degrees

the rapid growth in printing of transradial

of manual labor and development of artisan-

prosthetic hands for children who have lost

like expertise.

limbs as a result of sociopolitical conflicts.
Such children rarely have any hope of

300

A major factor in the growth in 3D printing

receiving a prosthetic, either due to costs

technologies for prosthetics and orthotics is

or an inability to physically access health

the ability to improve access to such devices

resources and professionals.

for people who may otherwise have little to
no ability to attain them. The ability of 3D

The market for 3D printed prosthetics

printing to bring critical medical devices into

2020
Orthotic Insolest

2021

2022

Orthotic Braces

2023

2024

Prosthetics

2025
Audiology Devices

the reach of people outside of first world

With an estimated total opportunity of

countries where access to healthcare is

around $400M worldwide in 2019, 3D

much more attainable is one of the strongest

printing for medical devices is starting to

elements driving use of 3DP. As a digital,

move out of its niche status in the scope
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of the global $7.0B-plus printing industry.

from 3D Systems. It has been through this

Opportunities are now expected to grow

original application, based on the concept of

with increasing speed over the next decade

producing an anatomically matched model

as 3D printing technologies move out of the

that requires little in terms of mechanical

research phase for prosthetics and orthotics,

performance, durability, or longevity, that the

and into greater commercial significance.

concept of ‘personalized surgery’ was born.

In audiology, there remains a sizeable
opportunity for further growth despite often

The concept of personalized surgery hinges

repeated claims that 3D printing technology

on a production process that is capable of

has become mature or saturated in the

fabricating truly personalized devices and

market.

models that mimic human anatomy in an
economical fashion. No other manufacturing

Finally, 3D printing technologies will grow

method is able to reasonably achieve

to play a major role in the custom orthotics

this goal, and thus today the concept of

market by providing cost-disruption

personalized surgery and 3D printing are

potential combined with radical impacts of

intrinsically linked.

a digital process that engages consumers
directly and shifts the role of podiatry in the

The history of 3D printed anatomical

selling of customized orthotics.

modeling began in the craniomaxillofacial
(CMF) practice for procedures such

A first look at personalized surgery with

as orthognathic ( jaw) reconstruction,

3D printing

cranioplasty and facial reconstructive

A titanium implant with a large number of cavities printed by EOS. These weight-reducing recesses in otherwise solid
parts can only be achieved through Additive Manufacturing.7

surgery commonly used to treat traumatic
The use of 3D printing in the field of

injuries to the head or face, tumors resulting

but is beginning to spread rapidly to other

Anatomical models continue to find use

healthcare is among the oldest established

from cancer and other conditions, or birth

areas of medical treatment, spurring

cases in a variety of other areas today outside

use cases for the technology, dating back to

defects. Today, personalized surgery through

significant growth forecasts and bringing

of the primary treatment areas of CMF

the late 1980s when the very first anatomical

3D printing remains highly relevant and

further awareness of the benefits of 3D

and cardiovascular where they have found

models were printed via stereolithography

comparatively mature in the CMF segment,

printing to a greater portion of the global

initial acceptance. Much of the adoption of

medical community.

such models can be tied back to the type
of condition and its relative complexity

3D printed cellular titanium implants that feature 80%
porous macro-, micro- and nanostructures by J&J.6

In cardiovascular- or heart-related issues and

or severity, where medical models can be

resulting surgical procedures, anatomical

used to great effect and where their costs

modeling through 3DP is rapidly becoming

can be seen as secondary to patient care

a major value-add, and seems especially

in severe cases or high-risk procedures.

relevant in pediatric applications for children

Treatments in all types of tumor oncology

with heart defects that need to be surgically

cases are potential candidates for anatomical

repaired soon after birth or within the first

modeling to increase operating room

few years of life. Modeling aids in planning

efficiency and improve outcomes. Providers

for surgery in the chest cavity where complex

of anatomical modeling services report an

systems of blood vessels can pose challenges,

uptick in interest in cases related to kidney

and deformations in heart valves or chambers

and spine models today.

need to be studied before repair.
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Materialise uses a virtual 3D model of the patient’s face, based on a CT scan,
as a guide to build patient-specific implants to replace damaged bones.8

“Strong continued growth through
mounting interest from hospitals and
medical print services will help propel the
industry to well over $1B in size by 2025.”
In the application area of surgical guides,

past, the earliest adopters of 3D printers for

adoption has historically been concentrated

personal surgery applications in hospitals

around CMF applications to include both

typically were surgeons themselves,

jaw and cranial applications, but also for

driven by a desire for better planning and

dental implants with the creation of clear

inter-team communication solutions.

drilling guides. There are generally three

Radiologists make a more logical end-user

types of surgical tool opportunities which are

group within hospitals for managing 3D

candidates for 3D printing—drilling guides,

printing equipment and output as experts in

requiring significant technical and process

patient-specific surgical plans making use

cutting guides and instrumentation used in

anatomy, medical imaging equipment and

advancements in order to better serve

of a 3D-printed model or surgical guide.

alignment of fractures or similar procedures.

three-dimensional software. In addition, the

manufacturing industries. In addition,

Though medical modeling is expected

link to radiology provides a more viable point

though regulatory and legal barriers do

to shift to become an equal “in-house”

Radiology in 3D printed anatomical

of entry in terms of securing funding for 3D

exist in the segment, in general, their overall

opportunity in hospital and primary care

modeling

printers and related equipment, as radiology

medium and long-term effects are not

clinic print labs, most production of surgical

departments are used to securing a budget

considered major inhibitors to adoption as in

guides remains largely an outsourced

For the integration of 3D printers into larger

for expensive equipment, having employed

aerospace, orthopedics, etc.

opportunity.

healthcare environments such as hospitals,

CT and MRI systems for decades.

radiology is taking the lead and providing an
efficient and sensible point of entry. Because

◆

SmarTech Analysis anticipates that the
Market outlook and growth projections

3D-printed anatomical models and surgical

collective 3D printed personal surgery
market, including all services and print-

Further Reading

guides are inherently linked to patient data

Personal surgical applications for 3D

related software, currently is valued at just

collected with medical imaging equipment

printing, which have thus far been defined

over $200M worldwide, making it a very

SmarTech Analysis’ comprehensive

operated by radiologists (often in their own

in this study as the use of printed anatomical

niche segment of the total 3D printing

medical market reports:

laboratory-like dedicated space), radiologists

models and patient-specific surgical guides,

industry. However, strong continued growth

all over the world are now beginning to treat

appear to be well positioned for further

through mounting interest from hospitals

the use of 3D printers for personal surgery as

growth beyond established segments in

and specialized medical print services

an extension of their responsibilities.

craniomaxillofacial surgeries into more

providers will help propel the industry to well

The connection to radiology is a logical one.

mainstream opportunities. The personal

over $1B in size by 2025.

Ultimately, radiology groups in hospitals

surgical segment appears relatively

are providing the basis for a solid working

unique in the broader 3D printing industry

Print services will remain the largest

Additive Manufacturing In Personalized Surgery

relationship for connecting the healthcare

because it is generating significant new

overall opportunity, which include those

Report

industry to the 3D printing industry. In years

value for many print technologies without

services related to the development of

Additive Manufacturing In Orthopedic Implants
Report →
Additive Manufacturing In Medical Devices.
Report

→

→
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The role of additive
in Jabil’s consolidated
healthcare division
An exclusive interview with Geoffrey Doyle,
Director of Business Development, Jabil Additive

Jabil’s additive team is playing a supportive role in healthcare AM, as processes are being
used in-house at Jabil Healthcare’s highly regulated and certified facilities around the globe.9

This month, global manufacturing solutions

Development for Jabil Additive about how

provider Jabil made a significant update to

growing interest in additive is impacting the

its business structure. In a bid to consolidate

company’s healthcare business—especially

its healthcare manufacturing services, the

for the production of orthopedic implants—

company has formed Jabil Healthcare, which

and what the potential of the intersecting

encompasses its consumable and precision

areas means to Jabil.

molding business, formerly known as Nypro,
as well as its embedded sensors business

A landmark moment for orthopedics

and, crucially, its orthopedic and medical
instruments operations.

Jabil’s journey into the orthopedic
manufacturing market began relatively

In collaboration with

In parallel, Jabil has also been ramping

recently. In 2018, the company made a

up its additive manufacturing activities,

landmark announcement in collaboration

leveraging additive manufacturing processes

with Johnson & Johnson Medical Devices,

to support production across many of its

which saw it acquire a significant portion

divisions. We recently had the opportunity to

of J&J’s medical device manufacturing

speak to Geoffrey Doyle, Director of Business

operations.
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Personalized, 3D printed
titanium spinal implants
can deliver improved
patient outcomes.10

processes used for implants are too costly for

in Chaska, MN. There is an increased focus

instrument production, Doyle believes more

on aligning the development of custom

low-cost processes will come to the fore as a

materials for additive manufacturing with

solution for producing surgical instruments

emerging healthcare applications.

that are customized (to the patient and the
surgeon), affordable and even disposable.

“Jabil is both a thought leader and market
pioneer in additive manufacturing. Customers

“Another area where we’re seeing potential is

come to us wanting to know if they can reach

in minimally invasive surgery and robots,” he

the cost, scale and quality they need for

continues. “We’re seeing great opportunities

unique applications. For certain applications,

“Jabil is a major provider of healthcare

and consistency. We can help by grabbing

with devices integrated with electronics—not

there are going to be some processes that are

manufacturing,” Doyle explains. “We started

the bull by the horns to secure and support

for implantable devices, but for the systems

simply better than others.”

with no orthopedic capabilities and now

substantial orthopedic 3D printing business.”

that put the implant inside the body. We want

we have 12 factories globally that focus
on orthopedic manufacturing for trauma,

to use our capabilities, including electronics,
The potential of tools

spine, endoscopes and surgical instruments.

Why does a Tesla look like a car?

manufacturing, assembly and 3D printing, to
deliver the best product. Because ultimately,

According to Doyle, one of the biggest

By putting all of our healthcare solutions

Jabil sees additive as an important part of

it’s about healthcare outcomes, not what

potential opportunities that has yet to be

under one brand name, we’re bringing all

its healthcare business and its future—and

technology was used to produce them.”

realized for AM in medical implants is related

those capabilities under one roof. Additive

the opportunities for the process are only

manufacturing is a powerful complement to

increasing. Today, while the demand for

those capabilities, providing an important

additive in healthcare is based mostly around

solution for our customers.”

orthopedic implants, Doyle believes there is a

Considering the range of additive

additive, and implants in particular, is that

big potential market for surgical instruments,

manufacturing technologies today, we were

we’re still printing in a variety of sizes. We’re

diagnostic devices and other medical tools.

interested to know what Jabil is working

just applying additive design to existing

with for its medical manufacturing. For its

products, we’re not really breaking the

As Doyle goes on to tell us, Jabil’s additive
team is playing a supportive role in healthcare

to design.
Dominant technologies
He explains: “What’s interesting about

AM, as processes are being used in-house

“You’ve got to look at the healthcare

orthopedic implants, the company is largely

boundaries of what’s possible with additive

at Jabil Healthcare’s highly regulated and

business and consider orthopedics and non-

relying on powder-based fusion technologies,

around personalization or on-demand

certified facilities around the globe. Based

orthopedics,” he says. “A lot of the devices

which provide the necessary quality and

printing. That will come in time and Jabil

on today’s market demands, the company is

we manufacture, like diagnostic devices,

qualifications for medical applications.

Healthcare plans to be at the forefront of this

focusing its healthcare-related AM efforts on

do not use a lot of additive. I think in time

3D printed orthopedic implants.

they will, but that’s going to evolve more

“Today, our focus is powder-based fusion

slowly. On the orthopedic side, however, we

because of the design aspect,” Doyle explains.

“While we have additive internal structures,

“We think of additive as another

will continue to see a higher percentage

“That’s not to say that other technologies

the implants look exactly the same as what

production process with several interesting

of the implant market embracing additive

won’t come forward. But today, what’s

you’d make traditionally. I use the analogy:

applications today that are anchored by

manufacturing within the next five years.

qualified for orthopedic implants is powder

why does the Tesla look like a traditional car?

growing demand. The challenge is that big

That is a huge opportunity for us.”

bed fusion. For medical instruments, SLS is

Because we need to understand that it’s a

already being used to produce surgical guides

car. Similarly, why did the first car look like a

companies are deciding whether to use

inevitable movement in the implant category.

AM in-house or outsource it. Our view is

Beyond orthopedic implants, Jabil is

however binder jetting and HP MultiJet

carriage? Because no one is going to get into

to let the manufacturing experts with the

thinking about the tools and instruments

Fusion could also be options depending on

it if they don’t recognize it. Over time you can

manufacturing model do the production

needed to put the implants into the body

customer requirements. Jabil manufactures

start changing the design, once people get

and get all the processes under one roof to

and how additive can be leveraged for

engineered materials for a variety of AM

over the need to understand something in a

ease the supply chain while ensuring quality

their production. Though the metal AM

applications at its Materials Innovation Center

certain way. It’s the same with additive.” ◆
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Leading innovators and
adopters of medical AM
A glimpse at how medical manufacturers are
embracing additive manufacturing today

Sam Onukuri and his team at Johnson & Johnson’s 3D Printing Center of Excellence are
developing ways to 3D print customized surgical tools and implants.11

Large implant and device OEMs
Stryker

Johnson & Johnson

As one of the world’s leading medical

The medical and pharmaceutical giant, has

technology companies, Stryker offers

a big foothold in medical AM. J&J subsidiary

innovative products and services in

DePuy Synthes is the primary distributor

orthopedics, medical-surgical and

and designer of all implant technologies

neurotechnology-spine. An early investor

supported by additive manufacturing at the

in Concept Laser and Arcam (both now

company, focusing on the titanium additive

GE Additive), Stryker has been using AM

orthopedics market. In 2018, J&J acquired

since 2001 to address design complexity. Its

German spinal implant company Emerging

Tritanium Technology system, which allows

Implant Technologies and also partnered

for the creation of porous structures designed

with 3D printing bureau Materialise to

to mimic cancellous bone, is used in dozens

market and distribute patient-specific 3D

of models for spine, joint and hip replacement

printed implants. J&J’s 2017 acquisition

implants. Stryker acquired spinal specialist

of Tissue Regeneration Systems gave the

K2M in late 2018 and in 2019 invested $200

corporation a stake in the rapidly developing

million in a research facility in Cork, Ireland.

bioprinting market.
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Proprietary spinal cage by Amplify Additive using GE
Additive Arcam EBM Q10plus machines.12

The intricate porous structure on the back of the aMace
implant by Materialise enables bone ingrowth.14

it combines 3D printing and robotics to

cancellous bone. The technology uses an

shorten product launch cycles.

SLM 3D printing platform fed with patient
CT data. Zimmer Biomet also distributes

Abbott

Oxford Performance Materials’ (OPM) 3D

One of the leading pharmaceutical

printed PEKK craniomaxillofacial implants

and medtech companies in the world,

worldwide. OPM’s OsteoFab technology

produces a broad range of branded

uses an SLS printing platform to fabricate

generic pharmaceuticals, medical devices,

implants made from OXPEKK-IG (PEKK or

diagnostics and nutrition products. The

polyetherketoneketone), a biocompatible

company uses 3D printing to develop

material with bone-like properties.

prototype tools that enhance product
development for devices used to treat

AK Medical

vascular disease. Abbott’s Scientific

Based in Beijing, AK Medical Holdings

Governing Board has also launched a “3D

titanium spinal implants that uses a

Limited is a medical device company that

Boston Scientific

Task Force” to identify and leverage best

differentiated laser method to create dynamic

has commercialized the application of 3D

A medical device company headquartered

practices and learnings from around Abbott

surface structures. The 3D printed implants,

printing technology in orthopedic joint and

in Massachusetts, Boston Scientific was

and to discover the cutting edge of 3D

which include the recently launched ARTiC-

spine replacement implants in mainland

founded in 1979 with the aim of creating less

capabilities outside the company that could

LTM spinal system, incorporate a honeycomb

China, rising to a leading position in the

invasive medical devices and procedures.

provide technically advanced solutions.

structure to encourage osseointegration of

Chinese orthopedic joint implant market.

the surrounding bone.

The company specializes in three types of

Estimating that around 21 million people
were treated with its products in 2014, the

Medtronic

company currently employs approx. 29,000

Medical device company Medtronic,

Lima Corporate

hip replacement implants, 3D printed spinal

people across 40 countries and recorded

headquartered in Ireland but operating

One of the originators of orthopedic additive

interbody cages and 3D printed artificial

revenues of nearly $10 billion in 2018. The

largely in the US, registered over $30 billion

manufacturing and one of the first users of

vertebral bodies, all approved by the CFDA.

company’s metal additive machines are used

in revenue in 2018. In 2019, the company

Arcam’s EBM powder bed fusion technology,

It primarily uses EBM technology for its

to produce various complex components. In

launched TiONIC Technology, a platform

Lima Corporate markets a variety of metal

implants and has around 650 distributors for

2018, Boston Scientific officially partnered

for the additive manufacturing of complex

devices for hip, knee and shoulder joint

its products spanning all of China.

3D printed products, including 3D printed

with 3D MicroPrint, a micro laser sintering

replacement. Lima creates 3D printed

specialist.

patient-specific implants via its Promade
service and, as of 2017, operates 15 Arcam

GE Healthcare

EBM printers. In 2019, the company launched

The medical technology subsidiary of

a new Research & Innovation Center and

General Electric. It is involved in areas such

an Advanced Laboratory for Testing and

as medical imaging, diagnostics and patient

Analysis at its headquarters in Udine, Italy.

monitoring, and works in specialized disease

The facility employs over 50 engineers.

The OsteoFab Patient Specific Cranial Device (OPSCD) by
OPM for the replacement of bony voids in the cranium.15

areas including neurology, coronary disease
and cancer. GE Healthcare is one of six GE

Zimmer Biomet & OPM

businesses today using additive applications,

The result of a 2015 merger between

as the corporation seeks to grow its new

orthopedic leaders Zimmer and Biomet,

additive business to $1 billion by 2020. In

the company uses its OsseoTi Porous Metal

2019, GE Healthcare opened its first 3D

Technology to print titanium structures that

printing lab, in Uppsala, Sweden, where

directly mimic the architecture of human
The world’s first 3D printed hip cup, the Delta-TT Cup by
LimaCorporate and Arcam (now part of GE Additive).13
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Aries-TS Lumbar Interbodies by Osseus. 80% implant
porosity provides optimal biomechanical performance
and graft packability.16

of drug products directly from powdered

into five distinct categories: prosthetic,

medical devices and recently launched its

materials in a single-step process.

spinal, traumatological, biological and

Lincotek Additive division. The company

arthroscopic. Its titanium products, which

has two AM innovation centers, and its

Lazarus 3D

promote bone in-growth and fast patient

Italian facility is focused on medical devices

The Texas-based medical device specialist,

recovery, are made using EBM technology.

such as 3D printed hip joint implants and

uses 3D printing to make medical models

intervertebral fusion devices. The company

that can be cut and sutured just like real

OssDsign

uses powder bed fusion technology to create

organs. The company has its own patented

The Swedish cranioplasty specialist makes

these titanium devices.

printing technology called PRE-SURE (PRe-

titanium 3D printed implants. Comprising

operative SUrgical REhearsal), which it uses

surgeons, scientists and engineers, the

Zenith Tecnica

to fabricate lifelike models from soft silicones

Uppsala-headquartered company uses a

While not exclusively dedicated to medical

or hydrogels. These models look and behave

tailor-made technology platform to develop

AM production, Zenith Tecnica, based on

like human tissue, helping surgeons and

and fabricate regenerative products for

the North Shore of Auckland, New Zealand

junior doctors prepare for the real thing.

cranial and facial repair, using additive

has developed a reputation for disruptive

Osseus Fusion Systems

Using DICOM data, Lazarus can create

manufacturing to create patient-specific

and innovative thinking in metal AM. The

The Dallas-based medical device company

patient-specific models prior to high-risk

implants based on radiographic data. Its

firm is ISO 13485 and AS9100 certified, and

focuses on developing advanced technology

surgeries.

products, which consist of a printed titanium

has completed IQ, OQ & PQ for medical

skeleton and calcium phosphate “tiles,”

implant manufacture on its existing Q10plus

Innovative Startups and SMEs

products for minimally invasive spine
surgery. Using AM, Osseus creates modern,

MT Ortho

include Cranial implants for the repair of

machine. Founded in 2014 Zenith has just

inventive devices that help solve anatomic

Based in Italy, MT Ortho srl is a medical

cranial defects and CranioPlug “covers,”

overseen the installation of their fourth and

challenges and push patient outcome

device company using additive

designed to plug holes drilled into the skull

fifth GE Additive Arcam EBM machines—

boundaries. The company uses SLA 3D

manufacturing to create a range of

during surgery.

two additional Q10plus systems. That makes

printers for prototyping and DMLS printing

custom-made titanium implants that can

for its end-use steel instruments and

be fabricated and delivered in very short

Medical 3D Design

comprising three Q10plus and two Q20plus

titanium implants, specializing in high-

timeframes. MT Ortho creates medical

Headquartered just outside of Zagreb,

systems. The Q10plus machines added

porosity printed implants that improve

devices and treatment solutions for public

Croatia the 3D modelling company uses 3D

additional capacity to fulfil a newly-signed

fusion rates.

and private hospitals, dividing its products

printing to create prototypes and functional

contract for medical implant production.

five Arcam EBM machines in five years,

parts. It offers both 3D modeling services
FabRx

and PolyJet 3D printing services, and targets

The pharmaceutical biotech company

both the medical and dental industries. The

based in London, UK has developed

company focuses on PolyJet 3D printing,

pharmaceutical 3D printers and 3D

which is suitable for medical devices

printed tablets. Established in 2014 by

in medicine and dentistry, and creates

leading academics f rom University College

products like surgical guides and molds for

London, the company has developed a

cranial implants.

3D printed orthopedic implants by Zenith Tecnica.18

pharmaceutical 3D printing platform that
can fabricate printlets: swallowable tablets

Lincotek

capable of containing multiple drugs with

Headquartered in Rubbiano, Italy, Lincotek is

precise dosages, controlled release times

a global contract manufacturer for markets

and a user-defined shape, size, flavor and

including industrial gas turbine, aviation

color. The technology is based on direct

and medical. The company is a global leader

powder extrusion, enabling the production

in the additive contract manufacturing of
Frontal skull plate implant additively manufactured by
Italian medical device company MT Ortho.17
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CELLINK

range of bioprinting products, including

Swedish bioprinting company CELLINK,

the BioFactory and 3DDiscovery Evolution

founded in 2016, developed the first

printers, as well as many materials for soft

universal bioink material and today offers

and hard tissue engineering and drug

some of the industry’s most popular

discovery. The company has worked with

bioprinting products, including its BIO X

numerous partners, including L’Oréal, the

and INKREDIBLE bioprinters, which provide

National Institutes of Health, Trinity College

new opportunities in three-dimensional

Dublin and ETH Zurich, and specializes in the

cell culture with their ability to fabricate

development of Induced Pluripotent Stem

structures in an automated, controllable way.

Cells (iPSC), which can be programmed to

These CELLINK printers, which are highly

become various cell types.

accurate and can be operated 24 hours a
day, are used by pharmaceutical, cosmetic

Aspect Biosystems

and medical companies.

Based in Vancouver, Canada, Aspect
Biosystems is a biotech company that

NASA astronaut Christina Koch services the BioFabrication Facility (BFF), a 3D bioprinter that
manufactures organ-like tissues in microgravity and could become a part of a larger system
capable of manufacturing whole, fully-functioning human organs from existing patient cells.19

RegenHU

specializes in the microfluidic 3D bioprinting

Swiss bioprinting firm RegenHU was

of human tissues. The company has brought

founded in 2007 with the aim of developing

to market a sophisticated bioprinting

bioprinting solutions to serve the scientific

system, the RX1 Bioprinter, which is today

community. Today, the company offers a

used by researchers all over the globe for
medical applications, including neural and
cardiac research. The company also conducts
its own research in house, developing

Bioprinting

therapeutic tissue programs for orthopedic
and metabolic disorders. VC firm Radical

nScrypt

Biogelx

Ventures recently invested $20 million in the

Florida-based bioprinting company nScrypt,

Founded in 2013 as a spinoff of the

company.

founded in 2002 as a spinoff of medtech

University of Strathclyde in Scotland, Biogelx

company Sciperio, is a boundary-pushing

develops and produces tunable synthetic

3D Bioprinting Solutions

bioprinting company that has developed

materials for bioprinting applications. In

A Laboratory for Biotechnological Research

precision microdispensing technology and

April 2019, the company commercialized

founded in 2013 by INVITRO, the largest

direct digital manufacturing solutions. In

its first synthetic bioink product range

private medical company in Russia.

2019, nScrypt partnered with the U.S. Military,

for bioprinting. Biogelx is especially

The laboratory develops and produces

the Uniformed Services University 4D

focused on hydrogel-based bioinks due

bioprinters and materials for 3D bioprinting,

Bio3 Program and the Geneva Foundation

to their excellent biocompatibility and

and also develops innovative technologies

to deploy a ruggedized version of its

biodegradability and because they offer the

in the field of biofabrication. In 2014, the

BioAssembly Tool (BAT) bioprinter to an

advantage of facilitating cell differentiation,

lab developed Fabion, the first Russian

undisclosed desert location for point-of-care

spreading, growth and attachment. The

bioprinter, and followed up that machine

bioprinting. The company has also launched

company’s bioprinting materials are used for

with the Fabion 2. In 2018, the lab’s magnetic

a version of its bioprinter into space, to be

applications such as drug screening, where

used aboard the International Space Station

there is a need to create more physiologically

(ISS) for printing cardiac patches.

relevant in vitro models.

Biogelx’s peptide-based hydrogels exhibit shear-thinning
properties, reducing the shear stress experienced by cells
during the printing process.20

Organ.Aut bioprinter was sent into space to
be used by Russian astronauts aboard the
International Space Station.

◆
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Testing 3D printed
medical devices for
biocompatibility
Nelson Labs scientist Matthew R. Jorgensen
on the company’s role in testing 3D printed
medical devices

Because each 3D printed device is different, a device to be tested must be designed
that is representative of all the forms that could be used in contact with a patient.21

In this article, Matthew R. Jorgensen, PhD,

on scanned information. The ability to

DABT, Chemistry and Materials Scientist at

reproduce 3D information into a tangible

Nelson Labs, explains how testing 3D printed

object has presented a massive opportunity

medical devices verifies biocompatibility

for personalized medicine, which takes

in an industry where safety is paramount.

scans of patient anatomy obtained with

Nelson Labs is the leading global provider

instruments like an MRI and translates that

of laboratory testing and expert advisory

into a computer model that a doctor can

services for MedTech and pharmaceutical

visualize, edit and print. A titanium knee

companies, and Dr. Jorgensen has expertise

replacement, for example, can be printed

in areas such as the fabrication of structures

to fit a person’s bone structure exactly, or in

with micro- and nano-patterning. Additive

cases of traumatic injury, cosmetic pieces

manufacturing, commonly referred to as

can be printed to match complementary

3D printing, allows access to materials and

parts of the patient.

physical geometries that would otherwise

In collaboration with

be impossible to manufacture. 3D printed

Before any device can be cleared for use as

objects are infinitely customizable and

a medical treatment, it must be evaluated

able to replicate complex structures based

and proven to be safe from the perspective
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“We work with most major manufacturers
of 3D printers to help test and improve the
biocompatibility of their materials.”

The roadmap for demonstrating biocompatibility is standardized in the ISO 10993 series and prescribes what
biological risks must be evaluated for a device depending on the nature and duration of patient contact.22

unnecessary animal testing, so there are

Other less common 3D printed medical

often alternative strategies to evaluate

devices are polymer-based and involve either

biological risks, like carefully conducting

depositing melted plastic into the desired

chemical analysis of a device and having

geometry or polymerizing monomers into

that analysis interpreted by a toxicologist.

the desired shape. Plastic 3D printed devices

At Nelson Labs, we either provide or can

have potential problems from a toxicological

coordinate all of the biocompatibility testing

perspective, because the materials are

needed for a 3D printed medical device,

often designed with very tight chemical

including chemical analysis and toxicology.

and physical technical parameters that

From a testing perspective, and depending

accommodate the printing process and not

on the material used, 3D printed devices

necessarily patient wellbeing down the line.

present a special challenge. The first

Plastic devices are also more commonly

challenge is defining and defending what

made from novel materials produced by the

is used as the test article. Because each

manufacturer of the 3D printer, which means

3D printed device is different, a device

the devices are likely to contain chemicals that

to be tested must be designed that is

are new and difficult to analyze and assess

representative of all the forms that could be

from the perspective of toxicology.

used in contact with a patient.

We have worked with most of the major
manufacturers of 3D printers to help test and

The test article should be the riskiest version

improve the biocompatibility of their materials.

of the device, which means that it would be
the largest, most complex and most difficult

At the same time, other companies using

of biocompatibility. In other words, it must

shown that the device doesn’t cause cellular

to clean. The most common 3D printed

those printers and materials are making

be shown that the device doesn’t cause

damage (cytotoxicity), skin irritation or an

medical devices in use today are titanium

specific devices that have come to us for

unexpected, unintentional or unjustifiable

allergic reaction (sensitization). More invasive

orthopedic implants, which are made with

biological evaluation planning, testing,

adverse effects to the user. The roadmap

devices are considered riskier and must be

a technology that builds the implant by

toxicology and assessment. Over the last few

for demonstrating biocompatibility is

evaluated for more potential adverse effects

melting fine metal powder layer by layer. In

years, we have seen an increase in the number

standardized in the ISO 10993 series and

that may develop over time, like causing

these devices, residual metal powder can

of 3D printed devices being evaluated and an

prescribes what biological risks must be

damage to the user’s DNA or cancer.

be a unique and significant biological risk;

increased awareness of biocompatibility by 3D

evaluated for a device depending on the

For each potential biological risk, there

effort must be taken to ensure that cleaning

printer material manufacturers. All of these

nature and duration of patient contact.

is an animal- or living cell-based test

procedures are adequate for powder removal

positive changes enhance patient safety and

For non-invasive devices, like something

that can be conducted. However, it is

deep within the internal surface of the

bring us closer to a world more universally

that contacts intact skin only, it should be

strongly encouraged by regulators to avoid

medical device.

filled with personalized medical devices. ◆
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